Transient masking and the temporal course of simultaneous tone-on-tone masking.
Previous studies have shown that threshold for a signal in tone-on-tone simultaneous masking is sometimes lower when the masker is continuous than when it is gated. Threshold may also decline as signal onset is delayed relative to the onset of a longer duration masker, though it may increase again near masker offset. In the present study, the level of a 1250-Hz sinusoidal masker was found which would just mask a 20-ms, 1000-Hz sinusoid presented at 10-dB sensation level (SL). Masker duration was 20 or 400 ms; in the latter case, the signal was presented in one of three temporal positions within the masker. The level of the 1250-Hz masker necessary to mask the signal was reduced, sometimes by as much as 20-25 dB, by a 20-ms, 500-Hz sinusoid (transient masker) presented at the times when the signal might occur, but at a level 30 dB below that at which it would mask the 10-dB SL signal. This suggests that, in the earlier studies, at least some of the elevation in threshold in the presence of a short-duration masker or at the beginning (or end) of a longer duration masker may have been due to the transient responses to the masker affecting detection of the signal, but not necessarily masking the signal in terms of excitation in the signal "channel."